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News
Bon Appetit works to Never too early
negotiate SU contract for breast cancer
2

ryann cooper
Staff Reporter

-i

Bon Appetit put out a survey
concerning their food service; the
survey is partof their contract with
Seattle University that willbeupat
the end of school year.
The surveyhas beenavailable to
students every winter quarter,and
this is the second yearit was avail-

able online.
Once collected, the survey is
passed on to the administration,
upon which it is looked over and
evaluated on what canbedone better, and what is currently working

well.
The survey coversissues such as
service, variety, price, cleanliness

and hours of operation.
"Feedback is so important because it enables us to continually
improve," Buzz Hofford, manager
ofBon Appetit,said.
Bon Appetit also provides comment cards, which can be found at
every register.
"Generally thereis positive feedbackbut there's always some negative, mainly hours of operation and
price,"Hofford said.
Last year ended Bon Appetit's
five-year contract with SU whereupon they signed a new one-year
contract that willexpire in June.
Bon Appetit is currently in the
process of negotiating a new contract hoping to sign a longer contract.

"We have beenhere for 11 years
andhavea positiverelationshipwith

cut hours in the Bistro.
"If theyarenotopen the com-

munity won't come," O'Neill
said.
O'Neill wants Bon Appetit
to have longerhours in theBistro because he believes that by
taking the risk students will
come and not otherwise go off
campus.
The Bistro, is also being
pushedto provide abetter variety of choices.
There are hopesthat the oven
willbebetterutilized toprovide moreoptions to students.
However, despite some
flaws, Bon Appetit caresabout
their food.
"I'm baffled by the thought
of instant mashed potatoes,"
Seattle University," Hoffordsaid. Hofford said,"It's more expensive
However,despite the confidence because we pay trained staff and
Bon Appetit has in re-signing, serve fresh food compared to preASSU president Scan O'Neill packaged food."
wouldlike to see a more competiHofford sat down with the RHAs
and ASSU to solicit feedback on
tive attitude.
"We're not interestedincompla- what they arehearingand what stucency,because it [thecontract]could dents are saying to provide the best
quality and service.
go someplaceelse.
a
Bon Appetitrecentlypresented a
competitive
spirit
"We need
involved in the process," O'Neill 2003 marketingplan to ASSU which
emphasized three main objectives:
said.
Concerns still need to be met in making thestudentcentermore stuthe areas of cleanliness, variety in dent-focused,enhanicing their imthe Bistro, hours of operation and age as a socially progressive presprice,accordingto O'Neilland stu- enceoncampus,and increasingparticipation on part of the faculty,
dents who have given feedback.
O'NeillbelievesthatBon Appetit staff and commuter students.

-

seems less than willing to risk extending hours and even wanted to

awareness
JOYCLYN BELL

StaffReporter

Breast canceris a diseasethatcan
affect everyone,regardless of ethnic background,gender and age.
It is important that everyone is
awareofbreast cancerandthe organizations thatpursue a cure,evenif
you'renot in the age bracket that is
most likely to get the disease.
Thatis whyclinical researchnurse
JoelleMachia andHeather Hughes,
a recruitment coordinator of breast
cancer prevention trials, came to
campus this past Tuesday.
Although it may seem too early
to worry collegestudents aboutthe

cerous requires several different
genealterations that eventuallymay
produce atumor. The cancerous or
malignant tumor can invade,damage and destroy nearby tissues and
spread to other parts of the body.
Men can be affected as well.
According to studies, one percent

of all breast cancer cases are men.
Outof 200,000cases,2,0000fthem
will be men.
Out of the 200,000 cases 40,000
women willdie as a result of myths
about the disease or catching the

disease too late in its stages.

In fact, in 2002 there were about
203,500 new cases ofbreast cancer

possibilities of
breast cancer, it is
somethingthatenters many lives

through friends
and family. Word

of mouth, healthy
eathing habits and
self-breast examinations can help
preventfuture victims.Beingable to
detect it early is
crucial in its beginningstages be-

cause it is easier to
treat.

"There are two
types of miscom-

See Bon on page 3 munication that

occurs around
abby laxa/staff
breast cancer:
First, overestimat- JoelleMachia speaksto SUstudents about breast
ing the chances of cancer.

Photographer

Volunteers needed: Women 16-23
years of age for participation in

getting thedisease

and overworrying yourself,"
Machia, the clinical research nurse
and program coordinator forbreast
cancer prevention trials at Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, said."And secondly,underestimating your chances of getting the
disease [maybe] because itdoesn't
run in your family and you don't fit
the agebracket."
Breast cancer is the most common type ofcancer found amongst
women in the United States and is
the leading cause of cancer deaths
among women. Itis estimated that
around 32 percent of women face
—
breast cancer among the highest
out of all cancers.
It is most common among the
ages of 40-59, although it is predominately adisease ofpost-menopause women.
Breast cancer occurs whenbreast
cells that line the ducts become
malignant, i.e. cancerous. The
breast cells can also become benign, meaning non-cancerous tumors develop.
The tumors which can cause
breast cancer, depending whether
they arebenignor malignant, occur
whencellskeepdividingeven when
the new cells are not needed.
The majority ofthe timeitis due
tohormonal changes withinthebody
that occur as one gets older.
Thechanges thatcells go through
to go from non-cancerous to can-

The F.U.T.U.R.E Study
to Unilaterally Reduce
ESndo/Ecto Cervical Disease)

(Females United

DID YOU KNOW:
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HPV (Human PapillomaviruH) is the most common STD.
6 Million women become infected with one or more types of
genital HPV each year.
HPV is the cause ofmost genital warts.
HPV can cause abnormal Pap tests, which in a small
number of women may lead to cervical cancer.
Help test an experimental HPV vaccine. There is
no possibility ofacquiringHPV infection
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Women who participate will
receive free:
Pap testing

Gynecologic health check-up

compensated for their time and
parking while enrolled for each study visit.
Participants who complete the enrollment
visit will receive $50.

Participants are

Call NOW to learn if you are eligible to participate/
(206) 720-5060
Some participant* will receive vaccine. Other* will receive placebo.

UW

Department of Epidemiology
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and

out of

that there were 39,400

deaths.
Breast cancer is hard todeal with
because of the number of causes
that lead to it.

Clinical trials and research programs are essential in the fight
againstbreast cancerbecause there
is no known cure at this time.
"In this country only 2-3 percent
of people actually participate in

clinical trials.
"Until more do soonly the three
percent dictate what type of treatment theoverall 32percentofbreast
cancer patients receive," said

Hughes.

Organizations like the National
Cancer Institute, The Susan G.
KomenBreast Cancer foundation,

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center,
and breastcancer
prevention.comaresomeofthe best
resourcestogotoin searchofknowledge and help in the fight against
breastcancer.
Together these organizations do
a lot of community outreach programs to promote awareness and
direct people to the right places to
inform and help the fight against
breast cancer.
Remember, eating healthy and
practicingbreastcancer awareness,
as well as spreading the word, is
your part in the fight against breast
cancer.
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Organizations join forces for foster children
Wishes, Tutoring,Summer Camps,

CATHERINE O'DEA

Staff Reporter

Imaginelivingthe life of a transient. Moving from home to home
every ten months, lacking stability
and a normal childhood, feeling

separated from thecommunity, and
failing at school and relationships.
This is the life of a foster child,
d there are currently over 3,500
ster children in King County.
Fortunately, the organization
eehouse, with the help of Seattle
liversity students in the Action
volunteerprogram, ishere to lend a

IKiing

hand,

reehouse's mission is "to ree hopeand self-esteemto foster
children, as well as abused and neglected children of King County,
helping to reach their potential as
stable, self-supporting community
members."
The overwhelmingamount ofletters and pictures fromsome ofthese
children,expressinghowmuch they
appreciate thehelpand supportfrom
the peopleat Treehouse isdisplayed
the wallsand waitingtable at the

and the Wearhouse-provide kids
witheducational and enrichingactivities that foster families can'talways afford.
TheLittle Wishes program offers
extracurricular activities such as
martial arts, music lessonsand field
trips which help children accomplish any goal they desire.
"Knowingthat I'mmaking a difference in the lives of some foster
children whohavebeendeprivedof
a normal childhood and have come
from broken or abused homes, is
one of the greatest feelings. Nothing can compare," Megan Levine,
who worksprimarily with theLittle
Wishes program, said.
Education is also extremelyimportant but many foster children
have endured agreat deal of disorderand confusion in their lives,and
school can becomea lastpriority.
In hopes of creating a positive
support environment for the kids,
the tutoring program provides oneon-one tutoring for these struggling
students and places tutors in the
schools to meet with principals,
teachers a id foster families.
"We read books and have fun

I
Bon:food service
freehouse is an asset to foster
ldren. Its four programs—Little

survey raise debate

listed as having perceived high
prices,beingcrowded at lunch, and
marketing
plan
The
described dealing with financial challenges.
having
high dea
Two upcoming plans being contheir strengths as
satisfaction,
working
in a sidered are serving alcohol in the
gree of
Bistroand opening an Internetcafe
having
more
choices
facility,
new
and workingwith a strong manage- intheroomnext to the Bistro.These
ment team. Theirweaknesses were possibilities mayhelp extendhours

From page 2

together. Igot betterat writingand
Igotbetter at learning. I
am going
to get better next year!" 13-yearold Kristen said.
SU's volunteerclub, Action, just
began staffing Treehouse withvolunteers. Actionvolunteershave over
847 hours ofservicein projects like
this one.
It'salso important forkids tojust
be kids, and going tosummer camp
is a perfect outlet.
The Summer Camp program
helps kids forget their traumatic
experiences by having fun, learning new skills and developing new
friendships.
"Iloved camp somuch. Iwas sad
when Ihad to go. Iwanted to live Group
leader IlkaBailey works with SUstudents RyanA moldandTaslim
there. Camp was so much fun," 9- van Hattumat Treehouse, sorting itemsforfoster children.
year-old Carlos said. Many children who enter foster care barely
have any clothing and so the friendship from everyone at success andlook forward toa bright
future.
Wearhouse program wascreated to Treehouse.
Treehouse is always in need of
Thank you for helping me be resupply them with clothes, toys,
my
to
like
friends
volunteers.
spectful
others
school bags and hygieneproducts.
To learn moreabout how youcan
Last year the Wearhouse had well and my brothers and sisters," said
help
fosterchildren, call (206)76716-year-old
Danielle.
3,500
visits from foster chilover
might
or visit their website at
Many
fosters
kids
have
-7000
clothing
for
teens,
only
drenand
not
www.treehouse4kids.org
orcontact
with
heartache
began
their
stories
but for a boosted confidence and
Carl
help
president
and
but
with
the
of
SU
Action
club
tragedy
self esteem.
"Thank you for the clothes and Treehouse they are meeting with Bergquist at (206) 715-2060.
of operation and attract more customers.

O'Neill,however,wouldalsolike
to see students working with the
University andinvolved in thedecision-makingprocess toextend Bon
Appetit's contractor to openit upto
other food services.

Corrections
In last week's editorial cartoon The Spectator said the
Challenger went down in
1984.In fact, the Challenger
blew up in 1986.

In the Feb. 13 issue the new
Thomas deedchair's name
was spelled incorrectly. It
should have been spelled
Colette Frayne.

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO
WORK IN THE MOVIES...
The National Production Assistant Seminar

"
April 5 & 6 2003 The Washington ProductionTeam
www.waproductionteam.com
(206) 546-4376
info@waproductionteam.com
"
The Spectator February 27, 2003
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National security threat has local implications
MEGAN LEE

CPS sent out this message in an best positionof supportandcarefor
those who areimpacted, whereever
[a threatening type of event] occurs," Sletten said.
ThoughSlettendoesnot feel there
is any immediate and specific terroristconcern inourday-to-day life
on campus, or in Seattle, he feels
preparednessis thebestanswer. He
them immediately.
"We basically don't want to wait plans to keep the campus informed
until something does occur to start through further e-mails.
getting personally prepared,"
Putting together a personal disas-

Staff Reporter

responses and resultingpolicies of
terrorismanswers.com.
This site has a Q and A page on 9/11.
terrorism, a sort of McCarthyism
The final site link was to the
guide to terrorism. This site, by the American Red Cross' called "ToCouncil onForeign Relations,lists gether We Prepare." This site ex27 known terrorist groups, state plores how the ARC helps in times
sponsorsof terroristgroups, havens ofcrisis and suggestsplanningstrategiesfor a worsecasescenario.The
for terrorism and coalition states.
This thorough terrorism-refer- site proclaims,"Make a plan,Build
ence then lists the three categories a kit, Get Trained, Volunteer."
Students on campus have been
of "weapons of mass destruction."
It then goes into discussing causes, reluctant to comment.

effort tomonitor, evaluateandkeep
a close watch on campus.They encourage students to takea proactive
stance andestablish a watch oncampus.
CPS suggests that anyone who
witnesses suspicious activity alert

Orangeisn'tjust thenationalcolor

of Holland anymore.
OnFeb. 17, ane-mail was sent to
all Seattle University students, a
'Message from Public Safety. RE:
Security.'
The page-long message was in
response to the recent upgrade of
the Homeland Security Alert System. Thealert colorhadchanged to

Sletten said,quoting The Spectator
of a few weeks ago.
CPS has not yet seenor heardof
anything suspicious, but they are
prepared. Sletten feels that infor—
mation obtained by intelligence
sources which suggests the possibility of chemical, biological orradiation type devices being triggered— ispertinent. Hefeels everyoneoncampusshouldstayinformed
viaon-goinge-mails(sent out from
the CPS), as well as being familiar
with the Seattle Emergency Man-

orange.

America went into "High Condition." This declared condition, of

level Orange, indicates a high risk
of terrorist attacks. According to
the Department of HomelandSecurity,protectivemeasures needto be
taken at this stage. The DHS suggests coordinating security efforts,
taking additional precautions at
public events, preparingtoexecute
contingency procedures, and re-

stricting threatened facilities.
This federal protective measure
sent the Campus Public Safety De- agement system.

"For a terrorist event involving
chemical weapons,biological weapons or radiation you most likely
would not know an event has occurred until notified," Sletten said.
In such a case Sletten recom-

partmentinto astate ofalert.Alevel

Orange warning is the fourth highest warning level. "Severe Condi-

tion" or "Red"is the only one more
serious.CPS is respondingto these
levels in a proactive manner.
Michael Sletten, CPS manager,

mends the following: stay calm,
is notsurprisedby the warnings. He remain indoors,shelterin afamiliar
feels wemust be mentallyprepared place and monitor local radio and
to be empowered.
television.
"The alert was an example of
Sletten feels staying alert is the
whatthetimesahead willmost likely
bring," Sletten said. "Erring on the
sideofcautionand communicating
\n a Vime\y manner is heaHhy."

ter kit is another suggestion from

Sletten, the DHS, and publicsafety

agencies. This personal preparedness kit should include sufficient
supplies for72 hours, inthe eventof
a 'terrorist incident,' or a 'mother
nature-baseddisaster.'Helpfulhints
for assembling this kit are listed on
the web-linksprovided inthe CPS's
previous e-mail.

The CPS e-mail included four
"safety links" which encouraged
students to"Prepare!" The firstlink
was theKingCountyGovernment's
Emergency Preparedness website;
this resource includes shelter-inplace guidance. It alsoincludes assorted helpful informationof what
to doin any type of emergency and
an extensivepreparednessguide.
The second link was to the US
Department of HomelandSecurity.

Thissitedescribes thevarious threat
levels that comprise the Homeland
Security Advisory System. The site
also illustrates what the HSAS is

mostimportantto maintainingmen-

and what the intelligence
community's five different levels
"It helps all of us, psychologi- of severity entail.
cally and emotionally,to be in the
The third link was to

tal preparedness.
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Seattle University students danced the night away in the
YIP room at Seahawks Stadium for "SHAFT" last
| Friday.

Adventure-Based Leadership Classes
Spring 2003
(Open to all Juniors and Seniors)

IVIOMT 471 with Dr. Greg Prussia
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Class Retreat: 2pm Apr 11 to spm Apr 13
*10-hour class service project due May 20
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Class Retreat: 2pm May 2to spm May 4
*
10-hour class service project due May 28
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***T/his class requires an additional fee of $275 for lodging, food, materials,
equipment and facilitation at the retreat center. To reserve your space for Mgmt.
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signed jersey you'll never ever wash: $ 1 50

John franco poster: $20

\

\

/

2003 game schedule:$0

\
\

\
\

/

subscription to "baseball america": $62

/

trophies: $0

/

finding out there's an internship for people like you:priceless

Apply for asummer internship In the sports business at mastercard.com.
You could be sent to Nashville, where you'll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs.
Some students will even go on to work with the St. Louis Cardinals* or the New York Mets'
there are some things money can*t buy. for everything else there's MasterCard.®
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Seattle
University
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Dear Seattle University students, faculty andstaff,

924 East Cherry Street
98122-1340
Phone. (206) 290-0340
Fmx; (206) 296-63$*)

Seattle, Washington

As members of the Society of Jesus ("the Jesuits") at Seattle University, the undersigned write to express
our strong moral concerns andreservations about the prospect of the use of military force against the
people of Iraq. We share our government's and the world'sgrowing concern about Iraq's possible
acquisition, possession and use of weapons of mass destruction. However, in light of the evidence
presented at this time, we are not convinced that all means short of war have been exhausted to address
this situation, nor has theUnited States collaborated sufficiently with the International community,
through the United Nations, to bring about a peaceful resolution. While the moral validity of a preemptive
strike to stop an imminent attack may be argued on principle, we judge waging war against the peopleof
Iraq at this time to violate just-war standards and international law. Preemptive military action conflicts with
right reason and the fundamentalcall for peace and unity inthe Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Our Catholic tradition relies upon the principles of "just war" theory to understand the appropriate use of
military force for the protection and maintenance of the human dignity of all persons under the threat of war
and the common good of society. The just war theory, a part ofthe Catholic church's teachingconcerning
the sanctity of life, indicates that military action or war is a valid moral decision only as a last resort and by a
"legitimate authority." Armed conflict can only be undertaken with "right intentions." At the same time, the
theory of just-war maintains thatcivilian casualties must be avoided at all costs, thatthe means of military
intervention used must be proportionate to the inherentvalue of the endsattained by the action and that the
ultimate goal must be to establish a peace "preferable to whatwould have prevailed if the war had not been
fought."
Inlight of the above, the Jesuit Community at Seattle University believes that the current US arguments for
military intervention in Iraq are insufficient. Currently, there is no imminent threat upon the safety of our
nation posed by the Iraqi people to justifymilitary intervention. Hence, we concur with Pope JohnPaul 11, the
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops and the ten American JesuitProvincials in opposing Americaninitiation
of and participation in a preemptive military intervention against the people of Iraq.

In the event of war in the upcoming weeks and months, although we do not support the motives or decisions
of our government to use military force to resolve this conflict, we do support the women and men from our
nation who will engage battle. We hope and pray for theirsafe return. Similarly, we pray for the people of
Iraq and for a peaceful resolution.
As a community of faithrooted in Jesus Christ, weinvite the faculty, staff andstudents of Seattle University
to join us in prayerful hope for a peaceful resolution to the currentcrisis facing our nation and the world. In
these times of conflict, uncertainty and struggle, webeg for God's wisdom, courage, humility and
compassion for the Seattle University community, our nation and the world. God bless us all with hope,
patience and fortitude.
Sincerely,
Members of the Jesuit Community of Seattle University
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Students question AD's
Men look for wins
support of female athletics in last home games
JAMES RAFAEL

That comment has shocked stu- pating in high school sports has
dents and athletes at SU, including jumped fromnearly 294,000in 1972
Responding to the recent debate Quinn Baker, who is the president to more than 2.7 million today.
surrounding the applicationofTitle of the Student Advisory Athletic Women continue to increase their
IX,Seattle University Athletic Di- Committee at SU.
numbers in sports andare steadily
rector Todd Schilperoort wrote an
"Theconcern was the fact that he closing the gap with theirmale counopinion column for The Seattle didn't reference anything specifi- terparts.
Timescondemning thedilemma that cally,and hemade some prettybold
Yet as women continue to grasp
the amendment has presented for statements," Baker said. "The way moreopportunities,manymaleathmany male intercollegiate athletes. that it was framed in the paper, he leteshavecomplained that theirproHis commentsontheamendment, was representing all our athletes grams are beingcut as a result.
which ensures gender equality in and ithurt because SUis one of the
Thetopic has beenarecent heated
school sports, has some students topcolleges in thenationincompli- debate withPresidentGeorge Bush
questioning his support for female ance with TitleIX."
supporting proposals by the ComSchilperoort now wishesthat he mission on Opportunity in Athletathletes.
—
Schilperoort's column entitled had articulatedhimself differently. ics. Some proposals include the
"Elitism goes against all for which
"It was poorly written and Iwill modification of how schools are
Title IX stands," appeared in the be the first to admit that," judged on their compliance with
Feb. 2 Sports section of the Times. Schilperoortsaid. "Ididn't commu- Title IX.The "proportionality"rule
It evoked his frustration with the nicate what Iwanted to say. Icer- is being challenged, and the comobstacle of opportunity men are tainly do not value our female ath- mission wants to let schools count

Nate Zell

throw line.
'There's been more opportuniComing off of two wins over ties presented to Jeff and Nick of
weaker opponents, the men's bas- late with teams focusing on Andy
ketball team was brought back to [Bloom], Darnell and Bryan
reality last Saturday in a 74-71loss [Peterson],"headcoachJoe Callero
to Central WashingtonUniversity. said."The great thing about Jeff is
Although the Redhawks (15-8, that he's doing it very efficiently.
8-6) twice pulled within one point He's not taking a lot of shots to
in the final 3:21, they couldn't get score a lot of points."

StaffReporter

faced withas schools
are forced to match
the ratio of female
athletes to the ratio
of women in an
institution'sgenera

I

"The concernzvas thefact thathe didn't
reference anything specifically,and he
population.
made some pretty bold statements. The
He contends tha
way that it wasframed in the paper, he
while thatis theidea
situation, turnou
was representing all our athletes, and it
ratesfor womenversus men in college | hurt because SUis one of the top colleges
sports prevent that
in thenation in compliance
with Title
"

from happening. It
isespeciallydifficult
forequal numbersof
men and womendue
tomanyinale-dominateasponsiiKe
football that requireespeciallylarge

I
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-QUINN BAKER, SENIOR
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over the hump.

"It wouldhavebeennice to get a

Junior center Nic Lano had a career high 19 points and seven rebounds in the losing effort. Leading
scorerDarnellLyons matchedLano

with 19 points while freshman Jeff
McDaniel scored10.

Against winlessSt.Martin'sCollege on Feb. 20, it was McDaniel
who led a second half comeback
with 22 points and 13 rebounds,as
the number of sports theRedhawkswon71-64.Lanohad
slots they offer to 15 points and 11 rebounds as the
women, even if those Redhawks frontcourt provided the
slots are not filled.
difference in the game. McDaniel
"You don't have to stolethe show withhis careernight.
cut on the men's side," The freshman continued his hot
Schilperoort insists. shootingoflatehitting7-for-8 from
"However,youcan en- the field and 7-for-8 from the free
sure that colleges and

universities are meeting theneeds offemale
athletes, and if[universities] don't achieve
that proportionality
there wouldbe flexibil-

ity not to cut men's
teams."
letes any less than Ido our male
/\i au mere areseven women's
varsity teamsand fivemen's teams,
athletes."
teams.
TimLeary,Vice President ofStu- which illustrates the school's 60
In his most controversial state- dent Development, feels that the percent female population. SU
ment, Schilperoort wrote, "For negative reaction to Schilperoort' s shows few signs of the dilemma of
whatever reason, males are more article was the result of misinter- proportionality that is enveloping
willingthan femalestoaccept, even pretation of his comments.
other private institutions, as female
cherish, the role of a second or
varsity teams continue to gain rechave
the
interpreted
"Students
third-stringer who spends most of article as not being supportive of ognition.
Learyonly sees female sports at
the time on thebench."
women athletes. Idon't think that
Schilperoort went on to say that was hisintention at all,"Leary said. SU continuing to gain support.
until women "embrace the same
Title IX, which was enacted in "Some institutions have cut teams
level of participation in these 1972, has played a key role in the to reachcompliance [withTitleIX].
roles...this category of male sports recent revolution in female athlet- We won't go there," he said."We
participation could make the en- ics.Since the amendment went into willincrease resources to women's
effect, the number of girls partici- teams."
dangeredspecies list."

■*

Sports Editor

win at Central," Callero said. With
wins this weekend, it is likely the

would get back into playoff
position witha top eightranking in
the Westregion.They take on Westteam

ern Washington tonight at 7 p.m.
and SeattlePacific on Saturday at 7
p.m.
Bloom was named to the Aca-

demic All-America West Region
team last week. Bloom, a business
major with a 3.82 GPA,is secondon
the team in scoring with10.5 ppg.
"Andy represents everything
positive aboutSUathletics,"Callero
said. "He's a great student, player
and person. He epitomizes what it
means to be a student-athlete."

Women routed in
two straight losses

Getting smashed by an average
of35pointsintwogameslast week,
theRedhawks(7-16) lost their10th
and 1lth games in a row, keeping
them in last placein the GNAC.
JadeWhite ledSU with12 points
in an 86-40 loss at Seattle Pacific
last Thursday,while LisaMilneled
SU with 11pointsin a 76-52loss at
Central Washingtontwodays later.
SU hosts Western Washington (19-5) this Saturday at 5 p.m.
The Redhawks have been beset
with numerous injuries. Among
them, leading scorer Kristin
Connolly suffered a season-ending
ankle injury three weeks ago; Leah
Welton has been bothered by shin

mi* JiS

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

splints, andMilne, whoreturned to
the team after missing \3> games

with a badknee,re-injuredthatsame
knee against SPU and is probably
out for the rest of the season.
"With Kristinout andLeah strugglingwith shin splints, we're really
struggling toscore," SUheadcoach
DaveCox said. "You take theleading scorer andtheNo.2 scoreroff of
any team in the conference, and
they willstruggle."
In thelasttwo gamesSUhasshot
especiallypoorly from the field (30
percent), the free throw line (58
percent)andbehind the three-point
line (15 percent).
— Austin L. Burton

Classes starting
soon!
GMAT classes start
March 12th and March 17th

.

I'm Sloven Klein, LSAT spc
years and
clalist. Fourteen
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why 1 still
teach my. own classes. That's
why you shouldcall me.
!vfy nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessiorrs arid five
mock exams for the reasonable

Seattle Kaplan Center
4216 University Way NE
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit
kaptest.com to enroll today!

price of $895.

Ican
answer' any LSAT ques- let
me proveIt Callnow
for a free seminar:
5244915
tion

Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.
-GMAT is the registeredtrademarkof GraduateManagement Admissions Council
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Becoming a
Jesuit

Jean Wahlborg
Staff Reporter

.

1 A man interested inbecoming a Jesuit begins to live the life
of thevows of thecommunity and
learns the traditions, rales, and
expectationsduring hisnovitiate.
Thisoftenoccurs shortly after high
school.

Imagine asocietyin whichall
memberscontribute their salary for
the good of everyone in the community. Everyone dines together,
worships together, and works together. There are few arguments,
and everyone gets as much as they
need to live comfortably.Think it
can't happen? Then it's time you

2. The novice participates in
the spiritual exercises of Saint
Ignatius during a 30 day retreat.
He also begins to serve the poor
3. After two yearsof novitiate,
the man takes the perpetual vows

of poverty, chastity, and obedience,by whichhe willlive for the
rest of hislife.

munalorganizationwork?Itseems
to suit

4. Next he begins a three-year

period of philosophy and theology studies and works for his
bachelor's degreeifhehas not yet
earnedit at this time.

5. The manwill servea regency
in which he works for 2-3 years in

puzzles.
ThebuiIding was designed to be

a school or other approved

apostolate of theSociety and 1iyes
in an apostolic community.

Vense thvee-year study oftheo\ogy

7. The man continues his formationinto aJesuit throughprayer,
guidance and study. This period
is calledtertianship.

8. Finally, after all these steps
of study arecompleted, the manis

called to his final vows. Upon
taking this final set of vows, he
earns the title of Jesuit.

The Jesuit Vows:
1) Chastity: A Jesuit cannot be
married or engage in sexual relations. This vow orients a Jesuit's
energies to a love that people can
trust. Thisalso allows them to be
availableto allandnot exclusively
to one person or family.

Stainedglassdecoratesthehalls of
the Arrupe, allowing colorful
sunlight toflood the building.

endlesscorridor(if youdon'tknow
this sensation, go to Bellarmine or
Campion Hall sometime). Natural
light shines through windows and
skylights andadds a sense ofpeace
to the surroundings as well as providinglight for pottedplants.
The Jesuits eat ina specialdining
room that lookslike a comfortable
restaurant. Thetablecloths are fabric, as are the napkins, which are
stored in little labeled cubby holes
on the wall for re-use. Each setting
has a water glass and silverware,
and food is prepared by a chef.
Trays of snacks, which include
breads,poundcake, andrichchoco-

late cupcakes withpeanutbuttericing, lie next to baskets of fruit on
the counter top for midday snacking. Lunch and dinner are served
heresix days a week. The cooking

2) Poverty: Possessing things
gives them power over you. So to
show that people are more important than things, a Jesuit does not
have possessions.Whenfreeof possessions, a Jesuit can use his energies, talents, time, and resources

for thegood ofother people instead
of taking care of their belongings.
Povertyalso gives them the opportunity tolive morelike Christ, who
called His disciples togiveup their
belongings and follow Him.
3) Obedience: A Jesuit must
follow theordersoftheir superiors.

This commitment manifests itself One three gardensin Arrupe. It is here that the Jesuits Can come and
of
in fraternal trust, openness, vision,
relax on the rare, sunny Seattle day.
and communication. It also calls
them to follow the leadofGodin
their lives and works.
Source; wwwjesuits.orc

dents.

The building was
designed be
noninstitutional; so
you can not look
straight downfor
more than about 10
feet without a slight
curve or corner.

noninstitutional; so you can not
look ahead for more than about10
feet without a slight curve orcorner. This way you never get the
dizzyingfeelingofstaring downan rows eat at

6. After the regency,he takes
either the path of scholastic or
brother. Scholastics begin an in-

ies.

them just fine.

Abouthalfofthe Jesuits on campus live in the Arrupe JesuitResidence, located directlyacross from
the Lemieux Library. Unlike the
residence halls, it is a quiet community and a place for study, reflection, prayer, and crosswords

the vestments
is a private roomif
wishes to take private

prepared inadvance;and theJesuits
heatit themselvesfor consumption.
For breakfast, no mealis arranged
but cold cereals and other easy-tomake foods are available. All the
dishes are done by work-study stu-

Thediningroomoverlooksagarlooked at SeattleUniversity'sSoci- den, which is maintained by the
ety of Jesus, otherwise known as Jesuits and resemblesa mini-Eden
the Jesuits. Though they each earn with its lush greenery. Tiny spara salary for their employment in
various programs on this campus,
most of their income is put into
one pot,while only a small portion
is given to the individual. How
well does thiscertain type of comto

I and needy in the community.

whichleadstopriest/yordination.
Brothers trainin specialized stud-

The life of
'

room
a Jesuit
mass. It also has a small stained
glass window, along with a Bible.
Arrupe is clean,quiet, and seems
to be a pleasantplace to live.How
does a group that lives by a vow of
poverty maintainsucha lifestyle?It
all liesinthe sharing offunds. Each
Jesuit on campus earns a salary.
Someareprofessors likeFr.Jerry
Cobb and Fr. Emmett Carroll,
bothof the English department.
Fr. RogerGillis works as an advisor to pre-major and transfer

studentsincoordinated advising.
Then there is the big guy himself: SU President Fr. Stephen
Sundborg.
Like everyotherprofessor, advisororschoolpresident,eachof
these men earns a paycheck.The
difference is that it doesn't actually pass through their hands.

Each Jesuit's salary goes into a
bank account forthe entireJesuit
community.This money is used
to pay for the lifestyle in which
they live. It pays for their food,
furniture, cleaning staff and the
17 cars thattheyshare (all Toyota
Corollas). Jesuits cannot own anything because oftheir vow ofpoverty,so all is sharedby the community. The only true belongings are
their clothes and small personal

life and the freedom

a

itbringshim. 'There'sa negative side to it,being that Ican't
own anything,but the positive side

is I'm free as a bird.Idon't worry
retirement," he said "We just
about
'
don thave thefinancial worries that can be
people who have to think about;
How am I going to send my kids
through school?' and 'How are we
goingtoprovide forourretirement?"
He even finds freedom in the
vow of obedience to the provin- ■
cial leaders. The Jesuits of Seattle University are part of the
OregonProvince, whichincludes
Alaska, Idaho, Washington.
Montanaand Oregon. Much like
the military, Jesuits can be reassigned whenever the provincial
leaders believe they could better
serve somewhere else.
"Some other person can be
making fundamental decisions
aboutyour life,but there's a great
freedomin that.LikeIwas asked
at one point to be pastor at Saint
Joseph's parish here in Seattle
which was not whatIwouldhave
chosen, and it turned out to be a

wonderful experience,"Ely said.
"Ineverwouldhavegone there if
I hadn't had a superior say we
really need you thereand we think
it'll be a goodplace for you."

the bird-feeders, and a
robin bathes in the stone fountain,
adding to the nature of the scene.
The house also has an upperpatio
On livingin the Jesuit commu- in the
filled with potted plants and chairs
nity:
for lounging on sunny days. The items.
"[We live] in a community of work c
What is it like living this kind of
Jesuitsalso spend timein the living
men
who are basically very good
is
room, whichhas many picture win- life? Thebest way to know to talk
trying to live a simple life
people
Spectator
of
the
Jesuits.
The
dowsthatoverlookthe campusand to one
to the teachingsof Jesus,
according
spoke
Peter
who
as
Ely,
with
serves
comfortable easychairsand couches
very generous, very loving, very
for relaxingand readingone of the rectorofthe Arrupe JesuitCommuThe amount of learning
nity.
learned.
many newspapersdelivered to the
that's in this house and the kindof
house. Thehouse also contains two
conversations you can have about
On freedom:
TV rooms withDVDandVCRplayphilosophy,abouttheology,history.
Elyenjoys manyaspectsofJesuit
ers.
In the house, eachJesuit has his own room
and private restroom.
Everyoneis responsible
fordoingtheirownlaundry, though a hired
woman comes once a
week to help for those
who are unable to do it
themselves because of
age or illness. She also
doesany sewingrepairs
that the Jesuits request.
Noreligiousresidence
would becomplete without a chapel. Arrupe's
chapelentry wayis lined
with beautiful stained
glass images of Jesuit
saints.It has a high ceiling with woodenbeams,
and light shines through
a stained glassdepiction
of Christ raising his
hands to Heaven. Mass
isheldhere daily forany
PHOTO COURTESY OF FATHER ELY
are
SU's
Jesuits inall their glory,
Toyota
oftheresidents whowish
's
own
clubPicturedhere
very
University
Seattle's
lovers
to attend. On Wednesday evening the entire
ing th(
Jesuitcommunity gathers for mass.
that'si
This time is sacred, and no Jesuit
schedules appointments or makes
other plans during this time. Totivc tr
wards thebackofthe chapelbehind
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politics it's a very

rich environment.

life and the freedom
itbringshim.'There'sanegative side to it, being that Ican't

own anything,but the positive side
is I'm free as a bird.Idon't worry
retirement," he said"We just
about
'
don thave thefinancial worries that
people who have to think about;
How am Igoing to send my kids
through school?' and 'How are we
goingtoprovide forour retirement?"
He even finds freedom in the
vow of obedience to the provin- ■
cial leaders. The Jesuits of Seattle University are part of the
OregonProvince,whichincludes
Alaska, Idaho, Washington,
Montana andOregon. Muchlike
the military, Jesuits can be reassigned whenever the provincial
leaders believe they couldbetter
serve somewhere else.
"Some other person can be
making fundamental decisions
aboutyour life,butthere's agreat
freedom inthat. LikeIwasasked
at onepoint to be pastor at Saint
Joseph's parish here in Seattle
which was not whatI
wouldhave
chosen,and it turned out to be a
wonderfulexperience,"Ely said.
"Inever wouldhavegone thereif
I hadn't had a superior say we
really need you there and we think
it'll be a goodplace for you."

"Livinginacommunity,living

with a group of 23 men that you
haven't necessarily chosen to be
with [is hard]. You can choose
your wifeor yourhusband. This
can be difficult, butIdon't find it
difficult. Ifind it mainly to be a
blessing."
Onthe largerJesuitnetwork:

...

don't have.
"You get used to that.We don't
sit around wishing we had a wife,
but sometimesIthink when Ilook
at my brotherandhis wife and their
kids, and Ithink what a wonderful
thing that is. On the other hand I
don't have to worry about [issues
such as] his kids getting in trouble,
and things like that. Idon't have to
worry about that."

_

"IWe live] in a
community of men
who are basically veryI
good people trying to
live a simple life
according to the
teachings of Jesus,
very generous, very
loving, very learned.
Peter Ely, SJ.

"We are verygoodfriends, and
that'sadeepandwonderfulthing.
It'sa formof friendship: 'Friends
in
the
commuin the Lord' is the term we use.
living
Jesuit
On
We share this commitmentto the
"[We live] in a community of work of Christ, and this certain
men who are basically very good bondof friendshipgoes with that.
"Ican travel toEurope. .and I
people trying to live a simple life
Jesus,
at a house in Madrid or
according to the teachingsof
encia and all of a sudden
very generous, very loving, very
learned. The amount of learning there's a house full of men that
that's in this house and the kind of havebeen through the same kind
conversations you can have about of training that Ihave,and it's a
philosophy,about theology,history, little like if you went to Ireland
and found out that
there's a whole bunch
ofaunts anduncles and
cousins and so forth
that are your family;
and we've got literally
afamily spreadall over
the world. That's a
wonderful thing. It's a

.

tstay

_

On love:
"I think all human beings are
called tolove,andthere are many
different ways todo that.There's
the love of friendship, which is
probably the most fundamental
form of love. There's also the
love between a husband and a
wife, and then the love of
children... that's a wonderful
thing.
"There's a lovethat we'reexpectedto love all people.One of
the formsofloveis religious life.
It's a group of men or women
bound together by a common
commitment to live out the life
ofJesus in our worldand to express that in some way through
teaching or workingin a parish
or giving retreats."

The Arruperesidence is where overhalfofthe Jesuits on campusliveand
spendmost of their time.

AMY HOWELL / PHOTO EDITOR

On the Jesuit mission:

"Our main purpose is to preach
the gospel and to be messengers of
Christ. We are the companions of
Jesus so we see ourselves as doing
thesame thingin ourmodern world
that Jesus did in his world."
Overall,Ely is very pleased with
his life as a Jesuit, as he feels most
Jesuits are.
"It'sbeen a wonderful,rich,full,
life, and Ithink it has exposedmeto
opportunities andtoexperiencesthat
I'm not sure that Iever wouldhave
experienced if I had not been a
Jesuit," Ely shared.

All 17 ToyotaCorolaslineupforJesuituse. The carsare collectivelyused
andowned byallthe Jesuits.

By the numbers...

worldwide companionshipyou might say."
Onthe vow ofchastity:
This purpose of this
vow is not only tobring
these men closer to
God, but also to make
their love more equal.
this vow is in

Jgh

waysdifficultfor

jsuits (as

such a

.vould be for anythey appreciate

?dhere areSU's Jesuits in all their glory.

;spectitspurpose,
hink not havinga
y and not being
to see your chil-

grow up and havionshipof a wife,
AMY HOWELL / PHOTO EDITOR
nderful rich thing; Marythecook prepares amealfor the
and there are many possibilities Jesuits on campus.
there, and that's kindof a negative thing, that's something we
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2- Theological centers: the Jesuit Schoolof Theology Berkeley
in Berkeley,California andWeston Jesuit Schoolof Theology in
Cambridge, Massachusetts
3- Vows: poverty,chastity, andobedience
10- Provinces: the Society of Jesus is split into provinces in the
United States, each encompassing several states
12- Jesuits serving as floor moderators in SUresidence halls
17- Toyotas owned by SU's Jesuits community
23- Jesuits in the SU community
25- Average age of Jesuit novice (a Jesuit in training)
27- Average age of Jesuit
28- Jesuit universities in the UnitedStates
46- Secondary schools run by Jesuits
112- Nations in which Jesuits serve worldwide
1540- Year the Jesuit order was founded
1789- Year first Jesuit school in theUnited States was founded:
Georgetown Academy
21, 965- Jesuits worldwide as of January 1, 1998
185,000- Students attending Jesuit colleges

Arts and Entertainment
Old School cast Disturbance at the Donnas

10

delivers comedy
RYANN COOPER
Staff Reporter

Thereis onlyonereason why you
should seeOldSchool: Will Ferrell.
Don't expect another National
Lampoon'sAnimal House,or you'll
be thoroughly disappointed. But
that's not to say it lacks humor. If
you're into KY gel wrestling
matches; beer bonging;in a cougar
mascotoutfit; then thismovieis for

you. An almostupdated version of
Animal House combined with the
stupid butalways humorous television show/movie,JackAss.
FerrellplaysFrank (thetank)who
is newly mar-

tures are captured by Ferrell and
Vaughn who drive the
movie. Without them the filmwould
have completely flopped and been
placed on theback burner.
The cast is the only highlight to
this film because you've probably
heard the jokes at parties of your
own, but somehow the geniuscomedy of the cast,specifically Ferrell
seems to leave your gut hurting
from laughing out loud.
If you're looking to sit back, relaxandbe entertained you'vepicked
a winnerbecauselittle to no thinkingis involved which might be the

riedand trying
to no avail to
acthisage. In-

steadofspending timeshopping and dinning out with
his wife, he
longs for the
collegedaysof
gross antics,
binge drink-

MollyOrtiz

Staff Reporter
Concerts with the mostdiversity
in age are usually the shows given
by brilliantrockers from the past.
Think Tom Petty, The Who, and
The Rolling Stones.
But now, when thinking about
diverse shows, onecan start thinking The Donnas, OK Go, and
Rooney.The age group attending
the Rooney,OK Go, and Donna's
concert on Sunday night covered
the spectrum, from preteen to senior citizen.
While the Showbox was still filling up for the sold-out show, the
openingact,Rooney,beganto play.
Their first two selections were
played continuously to get the
crowd's attention. They were successful and held the crowd for the
rest of their performance.
The sound was familiar, especially the songs "If It Were Up To
Me" and "Popstars," which were
showered in amateur, predictable
lyrics.
However, guitarist and backup
vocalist, Taylor Locke, showcased
his talentsas a musician,especially

during the song "Blue Side." The
band should have closed with a
stronger song but had general idea
ing, streaking
booty
and
of how toentertain.
calls.So when WillFerrell,LukeWilsonand Vince Vaughn(fromleft to right)
OK Go burst onstage next. The
his two bud- play three best buds with woman troublesinOld School.
band was excited to be playing, in
fact, seeing someone thatexcited to
dies Mitch
play the tambourine is rare.
(Luke Wilson) and Beanie (Vince main attraction for some viewers.
Director Todd Phillips and coVaughn) run into female troubles,
Although they mostly played
the threeembark ona greatmission writer Scot Armstrong return to songs off their album, like "Don't
to reYwe iV\e\t pasv. they start a

fra-

ternity.

Comprised of a mismatched
group ranging from wanna-bee's to
an 89-year-old man (even Snoop
Dogg shows up for the party),everyone joins in the festivities and
promise to do whatevery fraternity

strives for: to givenothing back

to

—

pick up
whereRoadTripJetoff onceagain
filling the prescription for all your
comic needs.
Men who want tobe boys and the
womenwho want them to growup
make up the themefor this haphazard scheme of gags and jokes that
leaves you asking, how can Ijoin?
campus \\fe and seem to

Ask Me," "What To Do," and
"Hello, My Treacherous Friend,"
theyperformed others,such as "It's
Tough To Have a Crush."
OK Go is a rare find as aband for

several reasons. They make enjoying themselves the priority in their
performances. It's definitely more
entertainingto see a band that truly

thecommunity and
hold no academic
standard whatso-

has a good time while they play,
than one performing to convince
the audience they are actually having a good time.
Themembers ofOKGoalsomanage to carry themselves in a way
that makes them cool withoutbeing
trendy.

Their songs are laced with pop
hooks,anditisimpossible notto be
sucked intothe music, withoutfalling into the categoryof forgettable

artists.

Theaura surrounding the entire
bandis one of youthful curiosity as
theycombine various sounds tocreate different, stylized songs.
OK Go was the strongestperformance of the night, as well as the

twomale companions were attempting to get the womanawayfrom the
girl, at which point the man yelled,
will
"If you touch my wife again,I
kill you." At this point, a circle
formed around the man and the
young girl,catching the attentionof
a security guard who shined his
flashlight on the twoparties.
The guard seemed confused, not
really knowing which version of
the story to believe. The girl just
startedsaying, "Younggirl,old man.
Young girl, lots of anger," while
pointing to herself and the man,
respectively Thesecurityguardjust
shook his head and motioned for
the man and his wife to leave the
front of the crowd.
Luckily, by the time the Donnas
came on stage,it didn't matter that
all of their songs sounded exactly
the same. Everyone was happy to
jump around and sing along to the
chorus,knowingthat they weresafe
and that security was doinga good
job. TheDonnas don't claim to be
something inventive or new; they
are satisfied being four girls having
a good time rocking out. And as
long as they have such a solidfollowing, they will continue on the
samepath.

.

most fun.

However,thefun was suspended
when problems arose while the the
crowd, waiting for the Donnas to
take the stage,beganmigrating towards the front all at once.
All the shoving and tilting of the
crowd as a whole led to some confusionbecause everyone wanted to
be close to the Donnas, but not
necessarilyclose to each other.
In themidstofallthepushing and
shoving, a man in his late thirties
began heckling four college kids,
calling them "stupidpunks." He ,"crazy teenagers"
implied
't thattoifshows,
come
there would
didn
be no pushing or shoving.
Onegirl from thegroup of four,
fearinga possible confrontation,
ducked and maneuvered to another part ofthe venue.Theother
three in the grouptried to defend
themselves with words until the
man's wife grabbed the girl

around theneck. Thegirl and her

-
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ever.
Let the beer
bongs begin.

Your TrustedSourcefor College f undrauing.

all fun
It's
and games, however, when the
not

dean tries to crash
the party by threatening the fraternity
withexpulsion. Oh
no!What forever
willthey do?
Simple.
Throw a few
punches and party
harder. Problem

solved.
Mitch theleader
and socalled "godfather" of the frat
is a hopeless romantic attempting
to put his life back
together, but instead he becomes
further out of touch
withreality, somewhat like the plot,
but enjoys every
minute of it. With
no real backbone
he is drawn into

ihis mess and goes
along for the ride,
but the realadven-
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Arts and Entertainment
David Gale entertains, Get in line for this Ride

lacks great qualities
NateZell
Sports Editor

Michael Quiroz
Features Editor

story begins to

make less sense.
While still emotional, the movie

focuses toomuchondrawing emotion from the audience and consequently fails tocome toany kindof
conclusion. While equally powerible acting by Kevin Spacey and ful as any number of Academy
superb support from Kate Winslet, Awardcandidates,it lacks theclear
Gabriel Mann, Laura Linney and argumentthat itneeds tobe considMatt Craven, and the alwayspow- ered a great film.
erful topic ofthe death penalty, one
This movie is still high quality
might think this film would be a entertainment, though. Spacey is
sure success.
his usual amazing self, and while
Setin Texas—the state with the Winslet begins as a prissy know-it— all, she takes charge in her quest to
highestrateof capitalpunishment
Spacey plays David Gale, an in- prove Gale's innocence. Winslet
credibly gifted philosophy profes- seems to mature as the film
sor whois a leaderofDeath Watch, progresses.However,thestoic work
an anti-death penalty group. Gale, ofSpacy andLinneycreate surprise
however, is a raging alcoholic and a after surprise, thus making the film
huge hothead, whichbegins to lead as compellingas itis.Director Alan
to his demise.
Parker does a good job working
When Gale is convicted of the with this younger acting cast (exraping and murdering colleague cluding Spacey) and adds a fine
Constance Harraway (Linney), he touch to the film with interludesof
is sentenced to death. But rather flashing emotions.
than trying to prove his innocence,
Forthose who want an afternoon
he waitsuntilthree days before his sitting through an intense movie,
execution to tell his story and calls David Gale will not disappoint.
on reporter Bitsy Bloom(Winslet) However, if a conclusion is what
todo the job.
you are after from this film, make
Bloomcomes to Texasbelieving sure you use the car ride home for
Gale is guilty. It is only after two the intense processof trying to dedays that she realizes that Gale is cipher the point of the film.
For those who are looking for
innocent of the charges levied
against him. Bloom then must kicksfrom a moviewithouttheneed
scrambleto find theproofsheneeds to readbetween the lines,Ibelieve
to prove Gale's innocence.
OldSchool came out last week as
In recent memory,there has not
been a more powerful movie that
lacked a clear point like TheLifeof
DavidGale.With the usualincred-

At this point in the movie, the

well.

translator becomes a part of the
story,blurring thelinesbetween the
text and her life. This leads to a

currently reading. You also meet
her boyfriend (lan Lindsay) who
Beingused to high school plays
becomes the mouse, in the play's
for so long, it is very refreshing to rather confusing storyline that re- cat-and-mouse storyline, after steelhaveDark Ride be the first college quires intelligence and acute dili- ing a jewel. Youhave Edna (Abby
production Ihave had the pleasure gence to follow. However, the re- Murray) depictinga successful side
of viewing.
ward for the audience's concentra- show host who misses her friend
Ed.
Upon first entering the theater,
the audience is greeted with anabOne of thebest performanceswas
stractenvironmental stage andseatby VictoriaDicce as the perky, deing. The seating is done in such a
pressive, and eventually unhappy
Tickets: $6 for students, facfashion that one could attend the ulty and staff.
Mrs. Lammle.Shestands out in the
play for several reasons. Her pink
show four times and get adifferent
Play startsat 7p.m. onThursangle every time, each one worth
clothes completely stand out from
day andFriday,and at 2:30p.m.
seeing.The set decorations aredark, on Saturday and Sunday in the
the rest of the set. Her character is
odd, and can bestbe described asan
also
the only one who hides her
VachonRoom of the Fine Arts
thoughts and insecurities.
enchanted nightmare. Carnival muDuring the second act ofthe play,
sic plays over the PA system, and
mixed in are sounds of laughter or
welearn moreabout Mrs.Lammle,
crying, though it is nearly impos- tionis one ofadeep,evolving story andbecause she tries to hide it, she
sibleto tell whichone it isprecisely. that begins to point out the awk- becomes an even more interesting
Itis the surreal mixture of laughter wardcoincidences in life, andhow character. Add to thefact the Dicce
and tearsthatmakesDarkRide, the lives come together for the strang- playstheegotistical,bragging,loudlatestproduction
mouthold women
to a T, and you
put onby theSU
Fine Arts Dehavea great characterin whatis an
partment, a very
compelling
awesome enstory.
semble.
The
Dark Ride is a
play
opens up with a
weird play, but
because of its
translator (Lisa
Guerricabeitia)
weirdness it be-

Dark Ride simply inspires the viewer,
andlets the audience walk away with a
unique experience.

discussing the

comes an amaz-

problems and

ing conversation

oddities in the translationof anan-

est of reasons.

Throughout theplay weare introcient Chinese text. As she talks
about the Chinese manuscript, duced to a series of characters who
Guerricabeitiathrowsthe audience allhavetheirquirks. Thereis Margo,
into a confusing series of events playedby Chrissy Chin, who thinks
depicting the text. Eventually, the

she is the nurse in the book she is

piece.Like a piece of modern art
withno descriptioncard at its side,
Dark Ride simply inspires the
viewer, and lets the audience walk
awaywitha uniqueexperience.Recommendedwith littfereservation.

Cash for Books!

Everyday!
Introducing: Year Round Book: Buy Back!

Everyday

- A.11 Day!

Sell your textbooks for cash every
business day. No waiting for finals
no hassles. Save up to €>2*Vo when buying
and selling Used Books.

Seattle University
Bookstore
1108 !<:. Columbia
Seattle, WA 98012
(206)296-5820
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Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
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ASSU NEWS

I Finance Report:
Appropriations Committee isa subcommittee ofthe Representative Assembly.
Thecommittee is charged with the disbursement offunds to ASSU-affiliated

AoO U CIUD Ol tile MOntll
Nominate a club for the month of March!
Email Vice President Of ClubS, Sam KO at
koh3@seattleu.edu by March 7, 2003
Please put name Of Club and reason for nomination.
The ASSU ClubS Commission Will be awarding the
club of the month with $75 dollars!

dubs and organtations The Appropriations budget this year is $50,000.
Minutes From Appropriations
Monday February 24, 2003

-

VSA appropriated $1,800 for their SpringNight Charity Date
AuctionandDance.
Pro-Life Club appropriated $2,000 for Alan Keyes' lecture on
April 24.
college Republicans appropriated $1,200 for Alan Keys' dinner
on APril 25

Coalition for Global Concern appropriated $540 to build peace
poles.

Elections are on the way, and we want YOU!
ASSU Elections are right around the corner, or
for that matter! If you,
think that your
quarter
M
Opinion COUntS Or you Want Change and are
interested in a chance to speak up, join Student
Government as a Representative or an Executive
this Spring!

.

Want information on Appropriations before the meetings?
Join the ASSU-Finance-Infogseattleu.edu listserve and b_e_
informed.

:„„_.

*-■« Contact:
i i.
Questions regarding ASSU finances???

Thomas Hackett, Vice President of Finance
(206) 296-6045, hgclrettflseettlevjadu

MORE MONEY??? WHY?

GET READY. GET INVOLVED.
GET INLINE TO VOTE!

Want new information concerning your university bucks
and where they are going? Check out the ASSU Office

regarding an upcoming forum regarding rising tuition
costs and where your money is really going!

Stay tuned for allthe

action!
For more information contact Carl
BergquistASSU Elections Secretary
today at bergquc@seattleu.edu or
206-296-6379

March 5,2003
Father Leroux Conference Center NSC.
For more information contact President Scan O'Neill at
assupresident@seattleu.edu or 220-6046.

(

Do YOU have a gripe?
A complaint? A question,
comment or concern?

A
Associated Students of SeattleUniversity
Student Center 360 -Third Floorleft of the Sky Bridge
900Broadway,Seattle> WA 98122
(206)296-6050 assu@seattleu.edu

**"

ii
amitd
Representative
Callan
ASSU

V

TODAY!

I

CLUBS ANNOUNCEMENTS
>
OF
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
Involved!
\
THE
"\
BATTLE
OF
BANDS
/Get
f
f AFRICANDECENT
2003

Friday, March 7
Campion Ballroom
Doors: 7:30 p.m.
Music- 800-12:00 a.m.

Tickets are $6, but rece.ve $1 off by donating
a non-perishable canned food item.
PRIZES: All attendants can qualify to win prizes
\^ simply by participating in the giveaway y\

Take ACTION!

, .
„
, ,
So much to do' SO llttle time

-"

Contact Carl Bergquist for upcoming
Volunteer opportunities.

, ,

c maj Car

.

bergquc@seattieu edu

ACTION!ACTION!

Ninth Annual Umoja (Unity) Ball
"...And Still We RiseFebruary 28, 2003
Father Leßoux Conference Room in
Student Center
7;30
£n
show begjns %m
Doors
$10
for students
Tickets
$12
alumni,
staff and community
faculty,
I
for
Tracy
Contact
at 206-325-3081

J\^

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm

"
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Classifieds

200

300. Volunteers

200. Help Wanted

University of Washington
Department of Epidemiology

"to 23 year old Women
Relations
Community
Volunteers Needed
„J
_,
Intern - Service Center in

.

.

Sl2we!ksln^ip^
Ks-.mnh rPT-15-20hrs

Der

Help test an experimenta.
n
PaPillomavirus

practice & learn skills for ca- (HPV) V3CCine
reer in Journalism or Public
Rplitinns

Oval- Current stu
dent in P.R ot related field
w/ computREQ:

Allwomen

Prev.'exp.

-

**

complete the

— —

400. Services —^—

-^—

—^—

p
study will receive ftree rap
testm8 and gynecoloBIC8IC
health ch ck "Ps Women
u complete the4 yearsof
who
thestudymayrece.veuP to

'

-

-

j

TliP SoeCtatOr

t&@X&

&^
if^gß

Phone: (206) 296-6474

"

1

jg

ROOMFOR RENT

Fax: (206) 296-6477

Wallingford quiet female unbath
kitchen W/D near B/G trail
PCC $400 incutilsexc phone
$100 deP Call 206-545-7387

'
*
L
of acThereis no possibility
q,.,r,ngHPV,nfect.onfrom before 9:30
this vaccine.

m_

Bartender Trainees
Needed
t,

..

==

Prepare and file your taxes
@
online
yourself
www.absolutetaxes.com for a
minimal fee of $9.95 for
1040EZ and sl4.9s for 1040.
click on Online Filing and
m

$250 a day potential
Local Positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 743

-^a^
=-,[
_^s*=

.

To see if you are eligible to
be enrolled,
Please call:
720-5060

\"-

600. Misc.

li

ONLINE FILING:

SS^S stsssss rs^asr
King CountyLibrary System,
960 Newport Way NW,
I q ah WA 98027 425
369 3224 Fax- 425-3693214 www.kcls.oreg EOE
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Personals
Free face painting. Ist floor
Joey and Natalie,
room,
You guys amaze me library bulding rest
everytime Isee you. Gor- 10:30- 11:30 M-F.
geous. Absolutely gorgeous.
P.S: Can Ihold your hand in You know...regardless of
whether or not they hula
public?
nooP' jackhammer, or bump
Heart,
ClariceHeartattack in motion...boys are still
dumb!
Jared,
Hello all you lucky ladies,
Thank you again for the V- Wienerboy is back in town.
day gifts. You are so cute!!! So if you think youcan be my
wienergirl, hit me up.
Yo, to all my peps:
"Whazzzup!!!"
Hey Babe,
Thanks for all youdo! You're
Hello to my favonte CAC the best, Ilove ya!
workers

—

——

.

_

——

'

-

D'Maurice and Armageddon
for Quadstock 2003!

—

Excuse

||

Fracheska

me

■

—

.

BOX IS

Watsori)
Wellj you spined the beans
and you know jt gut
you WOrry for it only means
tnat you'll have to blow your
horn a little louder these days

and take off for Venezuela
where the sun don't shine.
The SpeakEasy is where they
stashed rump face.

,

.

AVAILABLE
AT

-

-

...

__

-

THF CAC
■

N^^^/
W*^//

Time does fly can you be
jeve
weare already more
than halfway there? We can
make it guys.

"
> ladies...Oops
the foxy
,me in
ti, tv trn ra I>V\
A/r
the Bistro® 3.30 To all
Meet
-TheEnforcer
t any.
pm 2/28/03Debola. (or go to there am
„,, " " <To all CACers, ,
,r.a
Umoia
J I'll be there!!)}
Bellarmme female RAs,
J salute yQu you ye dong
g^atjobssofar. Keepupthe
We love Becky McNamara! °
good work!
You're thebest!
choo '
Love searchers
mi
niI
n
-Uossip
Queen
Winter 'o3
Walter> Matt> Brian:
thought we're gonna
"Hey, I
Hello Wienerboy,
'
Wienerboy, where are you?
imjss you and I'm lonely, go yesterday. What happened
guys?"
■
Please come back.
M" I
Patrice!!!
.p'G
love
you
We
"
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DROP ONEIN
TODAY!
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Editorial

Dorm food isn't as bad
as you think
How common is it for college kids to complain about dorm
food?Probably ever since college was invented studentshave
been crying over spilled milk—or rather, warm and watery
one percent milk.
Complaining about dorm food is as much of a college
traditionashustling for laundry quarters orhaving tolead your
drunken roommate to their bed at least once a year. But, like
the selection at your average cafeteria, sometimes it gets old.
At the end of this academic year, Bon Appetit—Seattle
University's food service provider for the past 11 years—may
be leaving us (see Ryann Cooper's article on Page 3). Their
current contract runs out at that time, meaning it will beopen
competition for whoever is going to serve SU students their
three hots to go along with the cot.
Our hopeis thatwhoever gets the new deal,beitBon Appetit
or someone else, will one day be free from the incessant
whiningand complaining of a bunch of 18-24 year olds who
won't know how good they have it until they leave the dorms
and actually have to buy and prepare their own food.
Sure, eating at the cafeteria isn't going to give you the best
cuisine day inand day out,but whatdo you expect? This isn't
The Iron Chef; this is college. You're already getting free
Internet service, 24-7 access to a computer if you don't own
one, a wholemess offree books to flip through in the library,
and on top of that, your ownroom that yourparents can't bust
into. And even though thisis aCatholic school,youdon't have
to go to church.Nor do youhave anyone constantly telling you
how your brain is going to become an omelet if you take drugs
or how you'll go blind from having sex.
Heck, you even get the privilege of living beyond the letter
of certain laws. Instead of getting turned in to the cops for
beinganTvllP—which is what would happenif yougotcaught
in otherplaces—you can skate by with coloring some posters
and maybe dropping $75 to the RHA.
Is it really thatserious ifthefood isn't as goodasGrandma's
home cooking? Would youratherbe paying actualmoney for
something that isn't already cooked for you?Didn't think so.
This is not an advertisement for Bon Appetit. We're not
calling for youto write your food service person a Thank You
card or give the guy who washes your dirty dishes a hug. Just
remember that while dorm food might not be the bomb, it's
better than having to scrap for yourself.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Nicole Retana,
Scan Reid, Austin L. Burton and JC Santos. Signed
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At the very least, the prospect of war adds anew dimension to the ongoingplaygrounddebate of
"my dadcan beatup your dad."

Serve kids before country

JAMILA JOHNSON

News Editor
LastSaturdaynight another batch
of military left from FortLewis on
their way to the Middle East. This
time doctors and nurses,clad in tan
fatigues,stoodin frontoftheir families saying their good-byes. Across
the country the scene is always the
same—families smile, cry,waveand
worry as their husbands and wives
say good-bye.Thecameras showed
a woman at Fort Lewis glowing

with pride as her toddler son stood

on her lap. In that crowd there are
children, probably this toddler as
well, who don't understand why
their mommies and daddies are going away.

Idon't understand either.
Men and women withsmallchildrenshould not serveinthe military
during times of war.
If you are a parent, as Iam, this
should seem logical.

gw

«a

MAIL :

As a parent your numberone re- or her own. If the parent dies the
sponsibility is to protect your chil- child lives withanunnecessary hole
dren at any cost. Protecting your in their lives.
There are plenty ofchildless 20country, at therisk ofbeing unable
-somethings
in the country that can
in
child's
formative
your
partake
to
afford the risk.
years,is irresponsible.
So,it comes back down to quesWhen you make the choice to
become a parent it is your job to tioningwhy thesepeopleleavetheir
eliminate risks to yourlife in order kids.
Ithink theanswercame up inmy
to be there foryour child.
philosophy course years
freshman
disagree
No one would
that parthought that altruism
It
is
often
crack,
ago.
rob
ents should not smoke
helping
is
others
before your fambanks or drink and drive. Those
ily.Helpingyour familybeforeoththings endanger their lives.
Then whyisit that America idol- ersis considered self-interest.
This is wrong.Explain that to a
izes still the parents wholeave their
five year old. You can't. It makes
children to play with guns?
Don't get me wrong, Ideeply nosense to them. It is unnatural. If
respect those who go into the mili- this is the case—if what these partary, because if they weren't there ents are doing is altruistic—altruism is irresponsible.
my life wouldbe in jeopardy.
I've known many people who
enough
ableHowever, there are
up with militaryparents.There
grew
bodied childless men and women
who lived quasi-adjusted
there,
one-tooare
those
who could be
and
lives.But
all youneed todo is meet
taking
who
are
not
parents
many
care of their number one responsi- one person who lost their parent,
before even getting to know them,
bility.
Spending six months to a year to war.Look into their eyesand tell
away from your children is a long me that their parents should have
time whenyou area three-year-old. been protecting their country inIt is a long timenot tohave a mother stead of being with their children.
or father figure. It is a long time to
Jamila Johnson is a junior
have theremainingparent, whothus
journalismmajor.
Contact herat
far had been used to having the jamila©jamilajohnson. org
partner as a supportsystem, on his

in
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Keep it real, Hollywood; follow me around
question becomes this: just how
"real"are the reality shows that we
watch?
How plausible is it for anyone to
vote anyone else off of anything?
Many people don't even vote for
ourcountry's leader, butin a heartbeat they run to their computers to
vote someoneoff inWWE's 'Tough
EnoughIII."
Why are we drawn to these realClarence regalado
ity
shows?Inall honesty, what'sso
Spectator Columnist
real
about these realityshows?
So yesterdayI
gotan invitationto
Ithink that it's the exActually,
fly down to Jamaica. All expenses
paid;Ijust have to get to the airport tremenessof the showsthatdraw us
and get ready for fun and excite- to them.
We like tosee drama, (butnot our
ment. Here's the catch: Icould be
own, of course) and where's the
sent homeany day.
best place to see drama andhaters?
True?
Fools! It was a big fat lie. Of Let's watchElimidate!Orhey,let's
course,I
know most ofyou already watch people get hoaxed on "Joe
smelled my horrible lying skills
from the moment you startedreading my column.
Why were you people not
swayed?Is it because you wanted
something more convincing?
Is it because you thought that
there's not evenasnowball'schance
in hell thatanyone wouldsend me
any place other than prison? Is it
because you don't trust me with
your children?
Or is it because it's just not
real?
For those of you who have alreadycaught on,I'vejust described
the plot of one of MTV's "reality"
shows, "Battle of the Sexes." The

...

Millionaire!"

Wait a minute, if I wanted to
watch people get duped, I would
watch people try to get the classes
they want on SUONLINE. Yep,
getting your dream schedule if
you're an underclassman is like
getting whisked away by a "millionaire." In the end, you settle for
secondbest.Just thankheavensthat
'
secondbest isn t someconstruction
workerwhomakesunder$19,000 a
year.
Don't get me wrong; Idon'thate

reality shows.I'veactually stopped
writing this articlethree times so I
couldrun to the living roomand see
whoRouthie,Ellen,andEmily voted

Grand old paper
has a ways to go
our response typically becomes
highly reactive.
"No, war inIraq really is not a

goodidea." "No,tax cuts really are
screwing the economy over." "No,
George Dubyareally is a moron!"
And then the conservative stu-

Scan Reid

Co-Managing Editor
Well, now they'ye goneand done

it.
Last week,conservativestudents
Seattle University introduced a
new campus publication, the SU
at

Review.
In an effort to serveSU's underrepresented conservative community,theReview'screators havelaid
out an eight-page alternative newspaperwith right-wingbent content,
covering local and nationalissues,
politics and current events.
picked up several copies of the
I
Review last Monday when Isaw it
being displayed in Pigott. Iwas
ecstatic. Not becauseI'm a conservative, you see—far from it. No,

it's because Iadmire the effort to
finally provide a forumforthestifled
conservative voices on this campus.
Whoa, whoa, now hold on, liberal folks;I'm still onyourside.But
think about it:How many of us can
attest to having those one or two
angry conservative voices spouting
off inclass and wishing they'djust
shut up?After they'redone talking,

offin MTV's"Battleofthe Sexes."

The irony of it is that "reality"
shows help us remove our own focusfrom OURreality. In fact,itcan
become pretty extreme. Iknow
people who can't stay up for the
wholecarridefromSUtoNorthgate
without traffic (youknow who you
are;you probably didn'tevenmake
it this far down this article either,
did you?). But these same people
can bear a wholehour of watching
andcheeri fortheirfavoritewres-

tier trying to win a contract on
"Tough Enough III."
Ihave anidea for a REALreality

morning), brush my teeth, take a

On the weekends, you can watch
stay at home wishing Ihad a
life! Then, every Monday night,
you can watch ME watchingareality show!
It'IIbe thenext blockbustershow.
We'll take sweeps. Anyone wantto
produce?
MTV, I
hope you'rereadingthis.

shower, shave, and to go to work
every Monday and Wednesday!

Clarence Regaladois a senior

show.
Haveacamera follow MEaround
for a season.
Yes, you can watch me wake up
at an ungodlyhour (read:9:30in the

me

Then, every Tuesday and Thurs- journalismmajor. Contacthimat
day,youcan watch me gotoschool! regalac ©seattleu. edu

Korea would
Letters to the Editor N.
warm Lenin's heart
Student parents
need more from SU

your p6l^011113"06 as ito°k

you to

be a smart, dedicated and thought-

fulphilosophymajor." Theprofessorknew I
hadachild,yetshenever
Iwant to respond to Jennifer consideredthepossibility thatlmay
Garrison Brownell's article in the be giving priority to my maternal
February 6 issue of the Spectator, duties. Ironically, the class was
Jennifer has articulated the com- "Gender & Social Reality."
plex issues that parents face at SeMost of my other professors this
attle University and has offered yearhave been encouraging of my
wonderful suggestions that the SU role as both a parentand a student,
community wouldbewise toadopt. lam also fortunate to have a supMy own experienceshave been portive spouse who participates in
much like those mentioned in the care of our daughter so Ican
Jennifer's article. It seems that the devote time to my schoolwork.But
school simply does not know what not all student parents have the
tomake ofstudent parents.WhenI luxury of a second parent. Many
was pregnant,I
knew Iwould take also have to work in addition to
ayearoff from school,andI
spoke fulfilling their educational and pato people in the registrar's, finan- rental obligations. On days suchas
cial aid, and admissions offices. President's Day, which was obEach person assured me that my served on a Monday by most of
return to school the followingyear Seattle(includingmostdaycarecenwould be a matter of picking up ters)but on a Fridayby the univerwhere I
left off. Instead, Ifaced sity, many of us had to forgo our
complications with my readmis- classes to stay withour children,
SUprides itselfon academic exsionas wellas withmyregistration
and e-mail. And,as Jennifer's ar- cellence, diversity, and social justicle described, my Financial aid tice; these values mustbe extended
package did notchangeat all,even toall students,notjust theones who

though Iwas no longer working
now had a child.
and I
I
alsoencountereddifficulties in
my return to the classroom. My
daughter was notadjusting well to
childcare, soIchose to spendmy
homework time with her so she
would learn that her daycare was
ndeed asafe, happyplace. Consequently.laccomplishedlittlestudyngthosefirst two weeks,and when
Iwas presented with a take-home
quiz in one class,I
expectedabad
grade. What Idid not anticipate
was the professor's personal respousetomyquiz.Inane-mail, she
said, "Iwas very disappointed by

Inresponse toChrisIberle's column on North Korea, since when
isNorth Koreanot a roguenation?
Saying that North Korea is not a
roguenation islike saying Charles
Manson wasn't a massmurderer.
NorthKorea's onlyexportis weapons. Missiles are their cash crop
andthereare terrorists ofallstripes
willingtobuy.KirnJongIl'sNorth
Korea is a human rights' nightmare. Religious freedom and freedomof thepressaredreams. North
Korea is a modem day gulag that
would just warm Lenin's heart.
Chris writes, "Kirn Jong II might
see that there are ulterior motives
in a war against Iraq as is fairly
obvious to the rest of the world,"
Uhhuh. You're talking about that
shiny,expensiveblack stuffcalled
oil,just say it.If we wanted oil,we
wouldn't need 150,000 of
America'sbest andbravest toget it
and we wouldn't need to invade
Iraqeither.Lasuimelchecked, we
weren't sending the Marines to

Venezuela.
I'm growingincreasingly fedup
with this so-called anti-warmovefit into pre-specifieddemographic ment.It seems to meithaslittle to
categories. We parentscare deeply do with war and everything to do
about our education. We also ap- withRoe v. Wade,tax cuts andthe
predate theJesuit traditionofcom- Florida election. Where were the
munity service,and byteachingour angry masses when Bill Clinton
children the ideals we have gar- dropped morebombs on Iraq than
nered at SU, we spread that tradi- weredroppedduringtheentire Gulf
tion to themas well. Iwish to reit- War?
erate Jennifer's invitation to stuPaul Delaney
dents, faculty and staff to familiarfreshman, journalism
izethemselves with theircolleagues
who are parents. You will be sur- Please keep letters under
prised to learn how much our con- 400 words and include
cerasandcontributionshaveincorn- your year andmajor or
mon with your own.
affiliation with the
Rachel Gerberding
senior,philosophy
university ifapplicable.

dents furrow their brows,snort and
slink back into their corners.
Let's face it:SU is pretty liberal
and we'redangproud ofit. But as a
student and journalist,I'venoticed
over the years that we've tended to
let our pride get the best of us,and
it's led to a less than friendly environment for conservative minds to
express theirviews.Thisoftenleads
to theoccasionaloutbursts from our
conservative students, who Ican't antics" at SU. In the first issue, the must charge itself with getting its
blame for feeling frustrated and Reviewlambastes the YoungDemo- facts straight. Note to theReview 's
unheard.
crats for using what they call "scare editors: the professor's name in the
Hence,SUReview, an extremely tactics" during the Roe v. Wade war speak-out article isactually Jim
well-organized conservative out- debate weeks ago, byhangingcoat Raglund, not Jim Ragman; and it
burst which Ithink has its heart in hangers with theirpro-choicepost- was Tim Leary, Vice President of
the rightplace,butbears someques- ers. "Nice try. YoungDems," ends Student Development,that ordered
the self-righteous column.
the YoungDems' coat hangers retionable features.
Content-wise, the Review's armoved,notUniversityPresidentFr.
Bad form, guys.
ticles range from provocative
TheReviewneeds toseriouslyre- StephenSundborg.
("Speak out on War: Noble Senti- examine this section if it wants it's
I've handed out copies of the SU
ment, But NotClear Direction,"by editorials to be taken seriously.In Reviewto mostly everyone I
know,
Adam Dalke)todownright nonsen- columns like this, how longwillit asking them their opinion of the
sical ("Why Republicans are More be before liberal campus icons like paper. Well, ho surprise, but I've
Beautiful thanDemocrats,"by Don say, Dr. Gary Chamberlain of the already heard my liberal friends
Newman).There areofcourse,"case TheologyDepartment,become sub- scoff at the publication's claims of
for war"articlesand some interest- ject to personal attacks? "Liberal "fairandbalanced journalism" and
ing takes on the affirmative action Watch" seems a potential tool for heardthem laughing VERY HARD
debate, alongwithapologies for the disinformation and hate monger- at articles like 'The GOP is not
ing, instead of "inviting dialogue" evil." There's also been my enconservative viewpoint.
But then there is the troubling as the paper's mission claims.
counter with a Jesuit telling me he
Furthermore, theReview,likeany thought the paper was "trash," and
"Liberal Watch" column, which
endeavors tokeepan eyeon"liberal newforay intothe journalismarena, anotedprofessor whoatfirst thought
The Spectator " February 27, 2003

the Review wasa brilliant satire on
the conservative agenda, and then
upon being told the writing was
actually intended to be serious,

blurted

out,

"That's frightening."

And when one finds an SUReview
ripped to shreds neara pile of copies in theFine Arts Building,I
can't
imagine most students are embracing it.
That's too bad, for in spite of its
shortcomingsand agenda,I
believe
the SUReview deserves praise for
making a concerted effort to allow
conservatives a way into campus

wide dialogue.
It just may be a long way to go

from here.
ScanReidisajuniorjournalism
and creative writing major.
Contact
him
at
reids@seattleu.edu
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Carol Moseley-Braun recently announced her presidential aspirations...
...do you think America is ready for an African American female president?
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"I think it wouldbe the coolest "I think America is readyfor it, but, at the "Hopefully, a woman president
same iime> the probability of it happening
wouldmake better decisions
thing if she won, but Idon't
is very lom Yd votefor her though!"
tnan tne past ma\e presidents,
think America wouldbe ready
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HISTORY
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of America would agree.
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woman and being a minority.
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ECOLOGICAL STUDIES
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Nothing Happened Last Week
lowing in most of the country. No be an obscenely extended
word on the condition of the child amount of time apparently
forms
as
of press time.While more than LOSTIT— big time.ThestuScoffing at gravity and all
Dakota
thought.
of rational
North
90 percent of 210 million Indone- dent,decidingascene wasto
took
to
sianslabelthemselvesMuslim, most be made, started complainfarmer John Smith
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Australian women who

bared it all in an anti-war
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